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Notice
A direction of each arrow in Map1 (1 - 7) and Map2 (A - D) is coincident with a direction of the view of each picture printed below the maps.

Access to the Venue (Campus Plaza Kyoto)
1. From Kyoto Station
   i. Come to Kyoto Station by Shinkansen
      When leaving Shinkansen,
      1. Go to “Shinkansen Central Gate (Exit)”.
      2. The Place B in Map2 is in front of “Shinkansen Central Gate”. So go to Campus Plaza by this order: “B-C-D-(2)-(3)-(4)-(5)”
   ii. Come to Kyoto Station by trains except Shinkansen (ex. HARUKA from Kansai International Airport)
      When leaving the train
      3. Go to “Central Gate (Exit)”.
      4. Exit from this gate and go straight to outside of the building and arrive at the place (1) in Map 1.
      5. Go to Campus Plaza by this order: “(1)-(2)-(3)-(4)-(5)”
   iii. Come to Kyoto Station by Buses
      If you arrive at north of Kyoto station, please find “JR Line Central Gate” and go to Campus Plaza same as 1.ii.
      If you arrive at south of Kyoto Station, please find “Shinkansen Central Gate” and go to Campus Plaza same as 1.i.

2. From “New Miyako Hotel”
   From New Miyako Hotel, the shortest path to Campus Plaza is via “South and North Pedestrians Deck”.
   1. Go east along “Hachijo Street” to the place (7) in Map1 where crosswalk is there.
   2. Cross the street and go to the place (6) in Map 1.
   3. Go upstairs and arrive at the place A in Map2.
   4. Go to Campus Plaza by this order: "A-B-C-D-(2)-(3)-(4)-(5)".

3. From “Hotel Granvia Kyoto”
   In Hotel Granvia Kyoto, there are three gates.
   If you use the gate faced on “South and North Pedestrians Deck” (the place D in Map2), please go to Campus Plaza by the following order: D-(2)-(3)-(4)-(5).
   If else, please find “JR Line Central Gate” and go to Campus Plaza same as 1.i.